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a b s t r a c t
Analytical estimates of melt volumes produced by a given projectile and contained in a given impact crater are derived as a function of impact velocity, impact angle, planetary gravity, target and projectile densities, and speciﬁc internal energy of melting. Applications to impact events and impact craters on the
Earth, Moon, and Mars are demonstrated and discussed. The most probable oblique impact (45°) produces 1.6 times less melt volume than a vertical impact, and 1.6 and 3.7 times more melt volume than
impacts with 30° and 15° trajectories, respectively. The melt volume for a particular crater diameter
increases with planetary gravity, so a crater on Earth should have more melt than similar-size craters
on Mars and the Moon. The melt volume for a particular projectile diameter does not depend on gravity,
but has a strong dependence on impact velocity, so the melt generated by a given projectile on the Moon
is signiﬁcantly larger than on Mars. Higher surface temperatures and geothermal gradients increase melt
production, as do lower energies of melting. Collectively, the results imply thinner central melt sheets
and a smaller proportion of melt particles in impact breccias on the Moon and Mars than on Earth. These
effects are illustrated in a comparison of the Chicxulub crater on Earth, linked to the Cretaceous–Tertiary
mass extinction, Gusev crater on Mars, where the Mars Exploration Rover Spirit landed, and Tsiolkovsky
crater on the Moon. The results are comparable to those obtained from ﬁeld and spacecraft observations,
other analytical expressions, and hydrocode simulations.
Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction
Hypervelocity impact cratering events vaporize, melt, and shatter planetary surfaces. The absolute volumes and relative proportions of these materials can affect crater morphology and the
nature of the crater ﬁll and crater ejecta. The proportion of impact
melt relative to impact breccias (with or without melt fragments)
can affect the magnitude of gravity and magnetic anomalies generated by an impact structure due to differences in density and
demagnetization, for example, as observed at the terrestrial impact
crater Chicxulub (e.g. Pilkington et al., 1994). The proportion of impact melt and impact breccias can also affect planetary surface
properties such as surface roughness and thermal inertia, which
can be measured from orbit and are highly relevant for landers
and rovers.
Previous studies have shown that the volume of generated impact melt and its proportion relative to fragmented rock increases
with crater diameter (e.g., Ahrens and O’Keefe, 1977; Grieve and
Cintala, 1992; Pierazzo et al., 1997). The volume of impact melt
also varies as a function of gravity, so the melt volume associated
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with craters of similar size on each of the terrestrial planets may
vary greatly. Grieve and Cintala (1997), for example, suggested that
melt volume associated with similar-sized transient craters is
nearly six times greater on Earth and Venus than on the Moon.
Higher pre-impact surface temperatures can also increase the
amount of impact melt, producing, for example, 1.25 times more
melt on Venus than on Earth in craters of similar ﬁnal diameters
(Grieve and Cintala, 1997) and over two times the amount of melt
in an impact event on Mercury than one on the Moon (Cintala,
1992).
Comparisons described above were derived from analytical
expressions that assume a vertical impact trajectory and, thus,
are limited to only a small proportion of the impacts that occur
on a planet. The most probable trajectories have impact angles of
45° (Gilbert, 1893; Shoemaker, 1962) and impact events with even
shallower inclinations are common. There is a number of observed
craters with elliptical shapes and asymmetric ejecta patterns,
indicative of an impact angle of less than 15° with respect to the
target surface, on the Moon (e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978) and
Mars (e.g., Strom et al., 1992).
Recently, computer codes have been developed that allow
three-dimensional simulations of impact events and, thus, oblique
impacts, to be investigated. One numerical study (Pierazzo and
Melosh, 2000) used hydrocode modeling to determine the amount
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of melt produced by impacts at various impact angles on Earth and
showed that it decreases as the impact angle decreases. Although
hydrocodes are invaluable tools for exploring complex impact processes and parameters including layered terrains, presence of volatiles, friction, and porosity, it is computationally prohibitive to
run such simulations for every crater or impact of interest. We address this need by developing general analytical expressions which
build upon classic impact experiments and analytical studies, as
well as recent numerical hydrocode simulations, and apply them
to explore the production of melt in oblique impact events on
the Earth, Moon, and Mars as a function of several impact
parameters.

adjustment of c is within 1r error of the Schmidt and Housen
(1987) data.
Assuming that the projectile is spherical, its mass can be rewritten in the form of density (qp) times the volume:

2. Calculating impact melt volume

for vertical impacts. Eq. (7) differs slightly from a previous derivation (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000), where the constant was erroneously given as 0.28, rather than 0.0765, which produced a
transient crater volume that was 4 times too large.
Note that the transient crater volume inversely scales with
gravity, indicating that if densities, projectile diameter, and projectile velocity are held constant, a given impact would produce a larger crater in a lower-gravity environment. This is consistent with
the understanding that it requires less energy to form a crater of
a given diameter on lower-gravity worlds (e.g., Grieve and Cintala,
1997).
Both experimental studies (Gault and Wedekind, 1978) and
hydrocode simulations (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Elbeshausen
et al., 2009) indicate that the volume of the transient crater decreases in an approximately sinusoidal manner (that is, as a function of sin h) with decreasing impact angle. This angle dependence
can be approximated by replacing the impact velocity in the cratering efﬁciency relationship (Eq. (4)) with its vertical component,
v sin h (Chapman and McKinnon, 1986), where h is deﬁned as 90°
for a vertical impact. It should be noted that this approximation
may represent the upper limit of angle dependence (Artemieva
et al., 2004; Elbeshausen et al., 2009). Using this approximation,
the more general form of the transient crater volume is

Schmidt and Housen (1987), building on the work of Schmidt
(1980), Holsapple and Schmidt (1982), and Gault and Sonett
(1982), developed scaling techniques for calculating crater dimensions during the excavation stage. In particular, they used both theoretical and experimental techniques to derive scaling laws based
on crater growth histories, ﬁnal crater shapes, and formation times.
They deﬁned the following ‘‘p-scaling’’ parameters using dimensional analysis:
Dimensionless crater volume, also termed cratering efﬁciency:

pv ¼

qt V tc

ð1Þ

mp

Dimensionless crater radius:

pr ¼ Rtc



qt

1=3

mp

ð2Þ

Gravity-scaled size of an impact event:

p2 ¼

3:22ga

v2

ð3Þ

where Rtc, qt, mp, Vtc, g, a, and v are the apparent transient crater radius (measured at the level of the original pre-impact surface), target density, mass of projectile, transient crater volume, gravity,
impactor radius, and impact velocity, respectively. In addition,
Schmidt and Housen (1987) derived the following relationships
from impact and explosion experiments in several materials,
including dry sand, wet sand, and water:

pv ¼ C v p2 c
pr ¼ C r pb
2

mp ¼

p
6

qp D3p

ð6Þ

Substituting Eqs. (1) and (3) into Eq. (4), replacing the mass
with Eq. (6), using the scaling parameters discussed above
(Cv = 0.2, c = 0.66), and solving for Vtc gives a transient crater volume of

V tc ¼ 0:0765

V tc ¼ 0:0765

qp 2:34 0:66 1:3
D g
v
qt p

qp 2:34 0:66 1:3 1:3
D g
v sin h
qt p

where Cv, c, Cr, and b are material-dependent scaling parameters.
Schmidt and Housen (1987) suggested values of Cv = 0.2, c = 0.65,
Cr = 0.8, and b = 0.22, obtained from impact experiments in wet
sand targets, as the best-estimate for large-scale cratering in rock.
These values are generally consistent with a recent iSALE-3D hydrocode study of oblique impacts in frictional targets (Elbeshausen
et al., 2009), which found c = 0.66, Cr = 0.77, b = 0.22. Parameter Cv
was found to have a strong dependence on both impact angle and
friction coefﬁcient of the target, ranging from 0.14 for a 30° impact
in a target with a friction coefﬁcient of 0.7, to 1.19 for a vertical
(90°) impact in a frictionless target. Assuming that large-scale
hypervelocity impacts have some degree of friction, Cv suggested
by the Elbeshausen et al. (2009), ranging from 0.14 to 0.32 for a frictional coefﬁcient of 0.7, is generally consistent with Schmidt and
Housen (1987). For the remainder of the manuscript, we will use
the Schmidt and Housen (1987) parameters for wet sand listed
above, with the exception of using c = 0.66, rather than 0.65, as suggested by Elbeshausen et al. (2009). Having c = 3b sets up the proportionality V tc / D3tc , which simpliﬁes the derivation. This minor

ð8Þ

Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into (5), replacing the mass with
Eq. (6), and using the Schmidt and Housen (1987) parameters for
wet sand (Cr = 0.8, b = 0.22), the diameter of the transient crater
(Dtc) is



ð4Þ
ð5Þ

ð7Þ

Dtc ¼ 2Rtc ¼ 1:16

qp
qt

1=3

D0:78
g 0:22 v 0:44
p

ð9Þ

where Dtc is measured at the level of the pre-impact surface. Note
that Dtc is exactly proportional to V 1=3
tc (Eq. (7)).
The dependence of the transient crater diameter on the impact
angle is unclear, but appears to be weak and target-dependent. A
three-dimensional hydrocode study by Elbeshausen et al. (2009)
suggests that there is no impact angle dependence in frictionless
(hydrodynamic) targets, and the decrease of crater volume with
decreasing impact angle is due solely to the decrease in crater
depth. It is worth noting that the experimental study by Gault
and Wedekind (1978) likewise described a decrease of the depth/
diameter ratio with decreasing impact angle. As the frictional coefﬁcient of the target is increased in the Elbeshausen et al. (2009)
study, the transient crater diameter begins to weakly vary with impact angle, up to a maximum of (sin h)1/5 for the maximum investigated frictional coefﬁcient of 0.7. In the derivation presented
here, we opt not to include impact angle dependence because (i)
the relationship is weak even for high frictional coefﬁcients, (ii) it
is not clear what frictional coefﬁcient is appropriate for large-scale
hypervelocity impacts, and (iii) it is already included in Eq. (8),
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Table 1
Parameters used in impact melting calculations.
Planetary body

Gravity
(m/s2)

Target
material

Target density
(kg/m3)

Speciﬁc internal energy of melting
(J/kg)

Impact velocity
(m/s)

Projectile density
(kg/m3)

Earth (continental crust)
Earth (oceanic crust)
Moon (highlands)
Moon (mare)
Mars

9.81
9.81
1.61
1.61
3.7

Granite
Basalt
Anorthosite
Basalt
Basalt

2674a
2860c
2940d
2860c
2860c

(5.2  106)a
⁄
(9.0  106)a
(3.42  106)e
⁄
(9.0  106)a
⁄
(9.0  106)a

17,000b
17,000b
14,000b
14,000b
9600f

3320
3320
3320
3320
3320

a

Pierazzo et al. (1997).
Chyba (1991).
Melosh (1989).
d
Ahrens and O’Keefe (1977).
e
Bjorkman and Holsapple (1987).
f
Ivanov (2001).
Em for dunite is used as best available estimate.
b

c

*

which likely represents an upper limit of angle dependence (Elbeshausen et al., 2009); including it in Eq. (9) as well would lead to an
overestimate of angle dependence later in the derivation.
The amount of melt generated by a given impactor can be estimated using the following expression, derived by Bjorkman and
Holsapple (1987) using dimensional analysis:

 2 3l=2
M melt
v
¼k
mp
Em

ð10Þ

where Mmelt is the total mass of melt produced, Em is the speciﬁc
internal energy of the target at shock pressure that results in melting upon release (please refer to Bjorkman and Holsapple (1987) for
a full deﬁnition; values for common lithologies are given in Table 1
and deﬁnitions of all variables are presented in Table 2), and l is the
velocity exponent, related to the p-group scaling parameter c as
c = 3l/(2 + l) (Schmidt and Housen, 1987). For l = 2/3, and, correspondingly, for c = 0.75, the mass of melt generated by a given
impactor would scale with its kinetic energy. However, both laboratory experiments (Schmidt and Housen, 1987) and numerical calculations (O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1993; Elbeshausen et al., 2009),
advocate lower values of l  0.56 and c  0.66 as best estimates
for large-scale cratering in rock, which yields less-than-energy scaling. The constant k can be estimated from the hydrocode results of
Pierazzo et al. (1997), and appears to vary with l, with k = 0.22 for
energy scaling (l = 2/3), and k = 0.42 for l = 0.56, which we will use
here. This dependency is further supported by a CTH hydrocode
study by Barr and Citron (2011), who report intermediate values
of l = 0.62 and k = 100.482 = 0.33.
Eq. (10) is assumed to vary with impact angle as sin1.3 h, based
on a hydrocode study by Pierazzo and Melosh (2000), which indicated that the volume of melt was directly proportional to the volume of the transient crater (Eq. (8)) when impact angle was the
only parameter varied. After implementing the angle correction,
substituting recommended constants (k = 0.42 and l = 0.56),
replacing Mmelt with qtVmelt, and substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (10),
the result is a melt volume expression for a given impactor:

V melt ¼ 0:22E0:85
m

qp 3 1:7 1:3
D v sin h
qt p

ð11Þ

To derive melt volume for a given crater, we make use of the pgroup scaling laws introduced earlier. If Eq. (9) is solved for Dp and
substituted into Eq. (11), one ﬁnds:

V melt ¼ 0:12E0:85
m



qp
qt

0:28

1:3

0:85
D3:85
sin
tc g

h

ð12Þ

Both Eqs. (11) and (12), and all other expressions derived in this
work, are not unit-dependent and will work with any self-consistent system of units.

These equations provide two interesting perspectives on impact
melting. Whereas the volume of impact melt in a crater of a speciﬁc diameter (a geologist’s perspective) is a function of planetary
gravity (Eq. (12)) and independent of impact velocity, the volume
of impact melt produced by a projectile of a speciﬁc diameter (an
astronomer’s perspective) is independent of planetary gravity
and is a function of impact velocity (Eq. (11)). Also, comparing
Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that Vmelt has the same dependence on
h for impacts producing a speciﬁc transient crater diameter (Dtc),
as for impacts of a speciﬁc projectile diameter (Dp). Consequently,
it may be possible to estimate the angle of impact from the volume
of melt associated with a particular crater.
The volumes generated by the above analytical expressions are
total shock-melt volumes and include the fraction of melt that may
be injected into the crater ﬂoor, but not the melt-bearing breccias
that may be produced by frictional melting or during crater modiﬁcation. The latter, however, are not a signiﬁcant fraction of the
melt associated with an impact crater (e.g., Lieger et al., 2009; Riller et al., 2010). It is also important to note that all calculations in
this work were carried out using full precision of constants and
exponents, with only the ﬁnal answer being rounded off to the
appropriate number of signiﬁcant ﬁgures.
3. Comparison of the Moon, Mars, and Earth
Eqs. (11) and (12) can be used to compare the amount of melt
produced in impacts and craters of various sizes on Mars, the
Moon, and Earth as a function of gravity on each of these bodies,
typical impact velocities, representative target lithologies, and impact angles.
3.1. Model parameters
Input parameters used in impact melting calculations are summarized in Table 1. As illustrated by Eqs. (11) and (12), impact melt
volume for both a particular impactor and a particular crater varies
as a function of speciﬁc internal energy of melting and planetary
surface density, and, thus, planetary surface lithologies. Earth’s
continents are composed of granitic crust, while oceanic crust is
basaltic, Mars’ crust is dominated by basalt, and the Moon consists
of anorthosite in the highlands and basalt in the mare. Since basalt
is a major crustal lithology common to all three planetary bodies,
we use it in some of the calculations to highlight the effects of
planetary gravity and impact velocity as the target composition
is kept constant. However, we also test granite and anorthosite
for the Earth and the Moon, respectively, to investigate the effects
of different crustal compositions on melt production.
For purposes of this comparison, we assume that a dunite
projectile, with a density of 3320 kg/m3, is striking the three target lithologies described above. Dunite is used because it
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represents the average of possible impactor densities, which can
be as high as 7850 kg/m3 for an iron projectile (Buchwald, 1975)
or as low as 600 kg/m3 for an icy comet like Shoemaker–Levy 9
(Asphaug and Benz, 1996). This density is also typical for ordinary chondrites.
Impact velocities typical for each planetary body are used. We
use average impact velocities rather than root mean square velocities, because the latter are less representative of typical impact
velocity values (Chyba, 1991), and values for asteroids are used
rather than those for long-period comets, because asteroid impacts
represent 90% of all impacts.

Table 2
Deﬁnitions of variables (in order introduced).
Variable

Deﬁnition

pr
pv
p2

Dimensionless crater radius
Cratering efﬁciency parameter
Gravity-scaled size of an impact event
Volume of the transient crater (measured at pre-impact surface)
Radius of the transient crater (measured at pre-impact surface)
Diameter of the transient crater (measured at pre-impact surface)
Density of the target material
Density of the projectile material
Mass of the projectile
Acceleration due to gravity
Impact velocity
Radius of the projectile
Diameter of the projectile
p-scaling constant in the dimensionless crater volume expression
p-scaling exponent in the dimensionless crater volume expression
p-scaling constant in the dimensionless crater radius expression
p-scaling exponent in the dimensionless crater radius expression
Angle of impact with respect to the surface; 90° is vertical
Mass of impact melt
Velocity exponent, related to the p-group scaling parameter c
Speciﬁc internal energy of melting of the target
Volume of impact melt
Diameter of the transient crater (measured rim-to-rim)
Diameter of the ﬁnal crater (measured rim-to-rim)
Transition diameter between simple and complex craters
Average depth of melting
Speciﬁc heat capacity
Temperature
Surface temperature
Depth
Liquidus temperature
Latent heat of melting
Bulk speed of sound in the target material
Minimum impact velocity required for shock melting

Vtc
Rtc
Dtc

qt
qp
mp
g

v
a
Dp
Cv,

3.2. Melt volume generated by a given projectile
Melt volumes in basalt targets as a function of projectile diameter are shown in Fig. 1a. Impact velocity is the next most dominant variable after projectile diameter, and thus impacts on Earth
produce the most melt. Interestingly, more melt is produced on
the Moon than Mars, even though the Moon’s diameter is only half
that of Mars. This is a consequence of the Moon’s location, which is
much farther from the asteroid belt than Mars, and the vicinity of
Earth’s gravitational ﬁeld, both of which result in much higher impact velocities compared to Mars. For similar-sized projectiles,
2.6 times more melt is produced on the Earth than on Mars and
1.4 times more than on the Moon.
When different lithologies are used for different planetary
bodies, namely granite for Earth, anorthosite for the Moon, and basalt for Mars, the results noticeably change (Fig. 1b). Impacts on
Earth still produce the most melt, followed by the Moon and Mars,
but absolute melt volumes are higher for the Earth and especially
for the Moon. In fact, melt volumes for the Moon are now just
barely smaller than those for the Earth. This is mainly a

a

c
Cr
b
h
Mmelt

l
Em
Vmelt
Dtr
Df
DQ
dm
Cp
T
Ts
z
TL
Lm
Cs

vm

b

Impact angle = 45°

Impact angle = 45°

4

Melt Volume (km 3 )

10

3

10

2

10

1

10

Earth (basalt)
Moon (basalt)
Mars (basalt)

0

Vmelt / Vtc

10

c

Earth (granite)
Moon (anorthosite)
Mars (basalt)

d

-1

10

Earth (basalt)
Mars (basalt)
Moon (basalt)

Earth (granite)
Moon (anorthosite)
Mars (basalt)

-2

10

1

2

5

Projectile Diameter (km)

10

20

2

5

10

20

Projectile Diameter (km)

Fig. 1. Melt volumes and Vmelt/Vtc ratios for oblique 45° impacts as a function of projectile diameter on the Earth, Moon, and Mars, calculated with Eqs. (11) and (13). Impactor
is an asteroid with a density of 3320 kg m3. (a) Melt volumes. Target is composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (b) Melt volumes. Target composition varies with
planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt. (c) Ratios of melt volume to transient crater volume. Target is composed of basalt for all three
planetary bodies. (d) Ratios of melt volume to transient crater volume. Target composition varies with planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt.
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consequence of the different speciﬁc energies of melting (Table 1),
with anorthosite requiring the least energy to melt, followed by
granite and basalt. When different target lithologies are taken into
account, impacts on Earth produce 4.5 times more melt than on
Mars and only a few percent more than on the Moon.
The ratio of melt volume to transient crater volume can be calculated as a function of projectile diameter by dividing Eq. (11) by
Eq. (8):

V melt
¼ 2:9E0:85
D0:66
g 0:66 v 0:37
m
p
V tc

ð13Þ

This ratio inversely depends on Em, because a material with a lower
energy of melting will yield more melt, and g, because an impact of
a given energy will yield a smaller crater in higher gravity. The
dependence on Dp and v is likewise consistent, because both yield
larger craters, which are known to have a higher proportion of melt
based on observation evidence (e.g., Hawke and Head, 1977). There
is no dependence on the impact angle, stemming from our earlier
assumption that melt volume is directly proportional to transient
crater volume (Eq. (8)) when impact angle is the only parameter
varied (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000).
The proportion of melt in a transient crater is far larger on Earth
than on the Moon and Mars due to the combined inﬂuence of higher gravity and higher average impact velocity. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1c and d, where Vmelt/Vtc is plotted as a function of projectile
diameter. The value of Vmelt/Vtc on Earth is 2.3 times that on Mars
and 3.5 times that on the Moon when basaltic targets are assumed, or 3.8 times that on Mars and 2.5 that on the Moon when
different target lithologies are used. Consequently, whereas a crater produced by a 20-km diameter projectile on Earth is predicted
to have a melt volume that is 40–65% of the transient crater

volume, depending on assumed lithology, the predicted melt volume is only 17% that of the transient crater volume on Mars.
3.3. Melt volume in a given transient crater
As represented by Eq. (12), melt volume for a transient crater of
a particular diameter is unaffected by impact velocity but increases
with gravity. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 2a for the Earth
(g = 9.8 m/s2), Mars (g = 3.7 m/s2), and the Moon (g = 1.6 m/s2),
assuming an oblique impact angle of 45°, which is the most probable angle of impact. Within this scaling scheme, formation of a
transient crater with a particular diameter on Earth generates
2.3 times more melt than on Mars and 4.6 times more melt than
on the Moon, due solely to gravity.
When different lithologies are used for different planetary
bodies, the results change somewhat (Fig. 2b). There is a weak
dependence on density ratios (Eq. (12)), but the bulk of the change
is due to the different speciﬁc internal energies of melting. Impacts
on Earth still produce the most melt, followed by the Moon and
Mars, as they did for the given impactor. Also, as before, absolute
melt volumes are higher for the Earth and especially for the Moon
due to lower energies of melting. When different target lithologies
are taken into account, transient craters of a particular diameter on
Earth contain 3.6 times more melt than on Mars and 3.2 times
more than on the Moon.
As Eq. (9) indicates, similar-sized asteroids striking the Earth,
Moon, and Mars produce different transient crater diameters,
because of differential average impact velocity and the opposing
effect of differential gravity. If the only variable were gravity,
transient craters on Earth would be smaller than those on Mars.
However, because the average impact velocity on Earth is

Impact angle = 45°
4

Melt Volume (km3 )

10

Impact angle = 45°

b

Grieve and Cintala (1997) - Earth
Grieve and Cintala (1997) - Moon

Grieve and Cintala (1997) - Earth
Grieve and Cintala (1997) - Moon

3

10

2

10

Earth (basalt)
Mars (basalt)
Moon (basalt)
Dp = 5 km

1

10

0

10

Vmelt / Vtc

a

c

Earth (granite)
Moon (anorthosite)
Mars (basalt)
Dp = 5 km

d

Earth (basalt)
Mars (basalt)
Moon (basalt)
Dp = 5 km

Earth (granite)
Moon (anorthosite)
Mars (basalt)
Dp = 5 km

-1

10

-2

10

10

20

50

Transient Crater Diameter (km)

100

20

50

100

Transient Crater Diameter (km)

Fig. 2. Melt volumes and Vmelt/Vtc ratios for oblique 45° impacts as a function of transient crater diameter on the Earth, Moon, and Mars, calculated with Eqs. (12) and (14).
Filled circles represent the transient crater diameter (Eq. (9)) and associated melt volume produced by a 5-km diameter asteroid with a density of 3320 kg m3. Grieve and
Cintala (1997) results, corrected for the impact angle with sin1.3 h, are shown for comparison. (a) Melt volumes. Target is composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (b)
Melt volumes. Target composition varies with planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt. (c) Ratios of melt volume to transient crater volume.
Target is composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (d) Ratios of melt volume to transient crater volume. Target composition varies with planetary body: Earth –
granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt.
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 0:28
qp
V melt
0:85
¼ 2:5E0:85
D0:85
m
tc g
V tc
qt

ð14Þ

Thus, provided that projectile and target properties, as well as
planetary gravity, are held constant, Vmelt/Vtc varies with D0:85
tc ,
which is consistent with the ﬁnding by O’Keefe and Ahrens
(1977) that the volume of melt relative to the volume of the crater
should increase with ﬁnal crater diameter at least as rapidly as
D0:55
, or approximately D0:65
(please refer to Section 3.5 for converf
tc
sion between transient and ﬁnal crater diameters).
The ratio of melt volume to transient crater volume for a given
transient crater (Fig. 2c and d) is similar to that for a given projectile
(Fig. 1c and d). Earth consistently has the highest ratios, followed by
either Mars when all targets are basaltic, or by the Moon when different lithologies are considered. The value of Vmelt/Vtc on Earth is
2.3 times that on Mars and 4.6 times that on the Moon when
basaltic targets are assumed, or 3.6 times that on Mars and 3.2 that
on the Moon when different target lithologies are used.
3.4. Melt volume as a function of impact angle
Using Eqs. (11) and (12), the volume of impact melt can be explored as a function of the impact angle between a projectile and
planetary surface. As the trajectory becomes more oblique, the
amount of target material that is shocked above the minimum
pressure needed for melting decreases. It should also be noted,
however, that the amount of shear heating within the target increases as the angle of impact becomes more oblique (e.g., Schultz,
1996). Nonetheless, at planetary scales, the effects of shear heating
are probably limited to narrow shear bands localized near the surface along the projectile/target interface, which relieve differential
stresses and are only a few centimeters to a few meters wide in
large impacts (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000). This implies relatively
little melting due to shear heating.
For the purposes of comparison, a constant 5-km diameter projectile is assumed in Fig. 3. The target lithologies are held constant
in Fig. 3a and vary in b. For all cases, about 1.6 times more melt is
produced in a vertical impact than an oblique impact with a 45°
trajectory, assuming all other parameters are constant. There is
also 2.5 times more melt produced in an impact with a 90° trajectory than one with a 30° trajectory and that increases to 5.8 times
more melt when compared to an oblique impact with a 15° trajectory. However, caution is urged when applying this scaling relationship to impacts at less than 30°, as several studies indicate
that other processes that may affect melt volumes, such as projec-
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signiﬁcantly larger than on Mars, a transient crater produced on
Earth is typically larger than that produced by a similar-sized projectile hitting Mars. This is illustrated with a 5-km diameter asteroid in Fig. 2, which consistently produces a larger transient crater
on the Earth than on Mars, regardless of lithologies. The largest
transient craters formed by this asteroid are on the Moon, because
it has both low gravity and high average impact velocity. On the
Moon a 5-km diameter asteroid will produce a 32–37% larger transient crater and 7–28% less melt, compared to the Earth, indicating
vast differences between lunar and terrestrial craters. Not only is
less melt produced on the Moon, a larger proportion of the material
is excavated from a transient crater on the Moon and transported
to crater distances farther from the point of impact. It should be
noted, however, that the melt volume difference between lunar
and terrestrial craters is less dramatic when ﬁnal craters are considered, as discussed in Section 3.5.
The proportion of melt in a transient crater can also be calculated as a function of transient crater diameter by solving Eq. (9)
for Dp, substituting it into Eq. (8), and dividing Eq. (12) by the
result. This yields:
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Fig. 3. Melt volume produced by a 5-km, 3320 kg m3 asteroid as a function of
impact angle on the Earth, Moon, and Mars. Calculated with Eq. (11). (a) Target is
composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (b) Target composition varies
with planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt.

tile ricochet, occur at these shallow angles (e.g., Gault and Wedekind, 1978). As before, more melt is produced in terrestrial
impact events than those on the Moon and Mars, with the same
relative proportions as in Fig. 1a and b, which remain constant
with impact angle.
3.5. Melt volume in a given ﬁnal crater
The above results outline the geophysics of differential melt formation in oblique impacts, but do not readily lend themselves to
geologic comparisons of similar-sized craters on each of the three
planetary surfaces. To compare the volume of impact melt in craters of various ﬁnal diameters (which are observable in images of
planetary surfaces), we utilize a relationship between transient
(Dtr) and ﬁnal (Df) rim-to-rim diameters, estimated using cumulative terrace widths, central uplift diameters, continuous ejecta radii, and transient crater reconstructions determined from lunar
and terrestrial impact structures (Croft, 1985):

Dtr ¼ D0:150:04
D0:850:04
Q
f

ð15Þ

where DQ is the simple-to-complex crater transition diameter, inversely proportional to gravity, 3 km on Earth, 8 km on Mars,
and 18 km on the Moon. These values are obtained from a leastsquares ﬁt of a 1/g line to data of Pike (1988). The transient crater
diameter in this expression, Dtr, is a rim-to-rim measurement,
whereas Dtc used in p-scaling is measured at the level of the pre-impact surface. Thus, Eq. (15) needs to be modiﬁed by a factor of 1.2
(derived from data of Pike (1977)) to


.
Dtc ¼ Dtr =1:2 ¼ D0:150:04
D0:850:04
1:2
Q
f

ð16Þ

to be compatible with Eq. (12).
Fig. 4a and b plots melt volume as a function of ﬁnal crater
diameter for the most common (45°) oblique impact. These melt
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Fig. 4. Melt volumes for oblique impacts as a function of ﬁnal crater diameter on the Earth, Moon, and Mars, calculated with Eqs. (12) and (16). Impactor is an asteroid with a
density of 3320 kg m3. Results reported in Fig. 6 of Grieve and Cintala (1997), adjusted for the impact angle with sin1.3 h, are shown for comparison. (a) 45° impacts. Target is
composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (b) 45° impacts. Target composition varies with planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon – anorthosite, and Mars – basalt. (c)
30° and 90° impacts. Target is composed of basalt for all three planetary bodies. (d) 30° and 90° impacts. Target composition varies with planetary body: Earth – granite, Moon
– anorthosite, and Mars – basalt.

volumes agree very well with the estimates for terrestrial craters
by Ernst et al. (2010) using shock-heating calculations. When compared to melt volumes in transient craters in Fig. 2a and b, the general pattern is the same, but the most notable difference is that the
disparity in melt volumes between the three bodies is less dramatic. For example, when basalt is used as a target lithology for
all three bodies (Fig. 4a), a ﬁnal crater of a given diameter on Earth
contains only 1.3 times more melt than the one on Mars, and only
1.7 times more melt than the one on the Moon. This is due to the
fact that for a given transient crater diameter, a larger ﬁnal crater is
formed on Earth than on Mars or the Moon (Eq. (16)) because higher gravity means more transient crater collapse during the modiﬁcation stage. Thus, although terrestrial transient craters contain
vastly more melt than Martian and lunar transient craters of the
same size, they also yield larger ﬁnal craters, which decreases
the proportion of melt in the crater. Nonetheless, the difference
in melt volumes is signiﬁcant, and suggests, on the average, thinner central melt sheets in lunar and Martian craters, larger breccia
to melt ratios, as well as a smaller proportion of impact melt particles in polymict breccias that ﬁll or surround a crater.
If impact breccias on Mars and Moon contain, on the average, a
smaller proportion of melt fragments than those on Earth, that implies the breccias are not as welded as they might be on Earth. A
smaller volume of consolidated impact melt and a larger volume
of relatively unconsolidated impact breccias on Mars and Moon
will affect the evolution of regolith by making the subsurface rubbly and ‘‘broken-up’’.
Fig. 4c and d illustrates how the volume of impact melt varies as
a function of ﬁnal crater diameter on all three planets for other angles of impact. It can be seen that the melt produced in a 90° terrestrial impact will always be greater than that in impact events
on the Moon and Mars, no matter the impact angle, for the same
ﬁnal crater size. The ﬁgures also show that melt volumes for 90°
impacts on Moon and Mars are bracketed by melt volumes for

the 30° and 90° impacts on the Earth. This implies that a given ﬁnal
crater on the Moon or Mars can easily have the same melt volume
on as one on Earth.
3.6. Melt volumes in speciﬁc craters
To give a practical example, we compare three well-known craters, Chicxulub on Earth, Gusev on Mars, and Tsiolkovsky on the
Moon, to illustrate the differences in the amount of melt produced
on the three surfaces. These three craters were chosen because of
their similar size. Gusev has a ﬁnal crater diameter (Df) of
155 km, while Chicxulub is 180 km, as is Tsiolkovsky. Eqs.
(15) and (16) imply the rim-to-rim and apparent transient crater
diameters are 99 km and 83 km for Gusev, 97 km and
81 km for Chicxulub, and 127 km and 106 km for Tsiolkovsky,
respectively. Although Chicxulub and Gusev had similar transient
crater diameters, they differ in ﬁnal diameters due to the higher
terrestrial gravity increasing the size of the crater during the modiﬁcation stage, as previously discussed. To calculate the amount of
melt from the two impacts, we used the same values given in Table 1 and assumed a 45° impact and different lithologies for each
planetary body. This is consistent with the location of each crater,
as Chicxulub formed in granitic continental crust, Tsiolkovsky is located in anorthositic lunar highlands, and Gusev is located in the
basaltic southern highlands of Mars.
The amount of melt calculated for the Chicxulub, Gusev, and
Tsiolkovsky craters is 7800 km3, 2400 km3, and 6900 km3, respectively – a difference of over a factor of 3. These numbers, however,
depend sensitively on the estimated transient crater diameter and
assumed impact angle. For example, using the exponents at the
upper limit of uncertainty in Eq. (16) results in an apparent transient crater diameter of 104 km and a melt volume of 21,000 km3
for Chicxulub. Likewise, if an impact angle of 90° instead of 45°
is used, melt volume for Chicxulub increases from 7800 km3 to
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12,000 km3. Finally, accounting for pre-existing rock temperature
at the average depth of melting can increase the melt estimate at
Chicxulub by 50% (Section 4).
This range agrees well with ﬁeld observations at Chicxulub. For
example, three-dimensional seismic tomography and gravity modeling suggests that the central melt sheet has a maximum thickness of 3–3.5 km in the center of the crater (Morgan et al., 2000;
Ebbing et al., 2001). This is also consistent with the Pope et al.
(2004) estimate of a 3.5 km central melt sheet at Chicxulub (with
the caveat that the bottom 2.5 km may be a ‘‘melt breccia’’ that
is only 65% melt) based on crater geometry and lithological data
from boreholes. Seismic data by Morgan et al. (2000, 2002) also
indicates that the central melt sheet terminates at the inner edge
of the peak ring, and a separate melt sheet is present in the annular
trough between the peak ring and the crater rim, which agrees
with data from several boreholes drilled on either side of the peak
ring (e.g., Kring et al., 2004). The maximum depth of the melt in the
annular trough ranges from 250 to 500 m. The total volume of melt
in the central melt sheet and the annular trough of the model crater is estimated from above sources to be 12,000 km3 (Abramov
and Kring, 2007) which is almost identical to the 12,631 km3 proposed by Pope et al. (2004). This is a fairly robust estimate, generated from constraints imposed by crater geometry, seismic, gravity,
and magnetic data, and four boreholes.
Constraining melt volumes at Gusev and Tsiolkovsky is more
challenging. Tsiolkovsky, like most impact basins on the Moon, is
ﬁlled with extensive mare basalts, making estimation of melt volume from orbital data difﬁcult. The same holds true for Gusev.
However, the basin of Tsiolkovsky has an area of an area of approximately 8500 km2 (Tyrie, 1988), and thus our melt volume estimate corresponds to a maximum melt sheet thickness of 1 km
in the central regions of the crater.

The temperature at the average depth of melting begins to play
a progressively larger role with the increasing magnitude of the
impact event, as well as with increasing surface temperature
and/or geothermal gradient. For impacts on Venus, as well as impacts on Earth that are larger than approximately Chicxulub-sized,
pre-impact rocks at the average depth of melting may already con-
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For a given crater (Eq. 12), the result is:

dm ¼ 0:31 Em 1 
0:44

 sin

!!0:28  
qp 0:094 1:28 0:28
C p ðT s þ dT
d Þ
dZ m
Dtc g
qt
C p T L þ Lm

h
ð18Þ

Please refer to Table 2 for deﬁnitions of variables. These equations are applicable only when the temperature at the average
depth of meltingis below the
 solidus, and temperatures are in Kelvin. The term C p T s þ dT
d represents the speciﬁc thermal energy
dz m
of rocks at the average depth of melting, and the term C p T L þ Lm
represents the speciﬁc thermal energy needed to melt the rocks.
The ratio of these two terms represents the fraction of total energy
of melting that is already present at depth. Eqs. (17) and (18) can
be solved for dm, which can then be used to evaluate the ratio described above and adjust Em in Eqs. (11) and (12) in the same way
as in Eqs. (17) and (18). Fig. 5 shows the effect of temperature at
the average depth of melting on melt volumes.
5. Comparisons to other analytical expressions for impact melt
scaling

4. Effects of target temperature

10

tain more than 50% of the energy needed to melt them, and this effect should be taken into account. If the initial melt volume is
assumed to be roughly spherical in shape (e.g., Grieve and Cintala,
1997; Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Kring, 2005; Barr and Citron,
2011), the average depth of melting may be estimated as
dm = (3Vmelt/4p)1/3. For a given impactor (Eq. 11), this yields:

50

100

Transient Crater Diameter (km)
Fig. 5. Effects of target temperature at the average depth of melting on impact melt
volume. Impactor is an asteroid with a density of 3320 kg m3. Solid line: melt
volumes for oblique 45° impacts as a function of transient crater diameter on the
Earth, calculated with Eq. (12). Dot-dash line: the above result corrected for preexisting target temperature with Eq. (18). Heat capacity for granite at mid-crustal
depths of 1200 J kg1 K-1 (Waples and Waples, 2004), dry mid-crustal granite
liquidus of 1373 K (Huang and Wyllie, 1973), granite latent heat of melting of
300 kJ/kg (e.g., Bittner and Schmeling, 1995), mean terrestrial surface temperature
of 287 K (Jones et al., 1999), and average terrestrial geothermal gradient of
25 K km1 (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982) are used.

Perhaps the most commonly used analytical expression for differential melt scaling is that by Grieve and Cintala (1992, 1995,
1997), in which the melt volume is deﬁned as cDdtc , where c is a
material-, velocity-, and gravity-dependent constant, and d is a
constant deﬁned as 3.85 for all materials and impact velocities.
The model presented in the present work validates, builds upon,
and implements several improvements to that relationship. Comparing the Grieve and Cintala relationship to our expression for
melt volume in a given transient crater (Eq. (12)), note that in both
cases, melt volume scales as D3:85
tc . Absolute melt volumes generated by Eq. (12) are also closely consistent, as illustrated by
Fig. 2a and b, which contain results reported in Fig. 5 of Grieve
and Cintala (1997). The best match is obtained in Fig. 2b, where
we use a granite target for the Earth and an anorthosite target
for the Moon, as did Grieve and Cintala (1997). We also conﬁrm
the conclusion of Grieve and Cintala (1997) that planetary gravity
does not have any direct effect on melt generated by a given projectile (Eq. (11)), but affects the melt volume associated with a given transient crater (Eq. (12)).
However, our results also differ from those of Grieve and Cintala
(1992, 1995, 1997) in several important respects. One is that our
expression for melt volume in a given transient crater (Eq. (12))
does not have any impact velocity dependence, whereas constant
c, and, therefore, the melt volume, in the Grieve and Cintala relationship increases weakly with impact velocity, likely because that
derivation combined the Murnaghan equation of state, which assumes energy scaling (Kieffer and Simonds, 1980), with the
Schmidt and Housen (1987) p-scaling relationship with parameters for wet sand, which yields less-than-energy scaling. Another
difference between our work and that of Grieve and Cintala
(1992, 1995, 1997) involves a dissimilarity in predicted melt
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volumes in ﬁnal craters, illustrated by Fig. 4a and b. This reﬂects
our adjustment of crater diameters and, thus, melt volumes, as described in Eq. (16) and associated text.
Another common analytical expression for impact melt volume
was derived by O’Keefe and Ahrens (1977) using estimates of
shock-induced entropy increase in the target. For a given impactor:

 2

qp 3 v
D
qt p C s

ð19Þ

where Cs is bulk sound speed in the target. It compares well to our
Eq. (11) in that both have the qp/qt and D3p terms, and neither has an
explicit dependence on planetary gravity. The velocity exponent of
2 differs from our value of 1.7, due to the assumption of energyscaling by O’Keefe and Ahrens (1977). The other difference is that
the ‘‘ease of melting’’ of the target is accounted for indirectly using
the bulk speed of sound, as opposed to directly using the speciﬁc
internal energy of melting in Eq. (11).
O’Keefe and Ahrens (1977) also used the theoretical ‘‘z-model’’
of Maxwell (1977) and small-scale explosive experiment results
of Ivanov (1976) to derive melt volume in a given ﬁnal crater:

V melt ¼

6. Comparisons to hydrocode-derived impact melt scaling

 3:55
5g 0:553 Df
qt C 2s k

ð20Þ

where k is an empirical, material-dependent constant. It was not
speciﬁed whether Df is a rim-to-rim or apparent crater diameter.
Eq. (16) can be solved for Df and plugged into Eq. (20), with the result that Vmelt is proportional to D4:18
and g1.18 for a given transient
tc
crater. This differs from our Eq. (12), which has Vmelt proportional to
D3:85
and g0.85, as well as from the Grieve and Cintala (1992, 1995,
tc
1997) melt scaling expression. Other differences between Eqs.
(12) and (20) include the lack of dependence on projectile density
in Eq. (20), and the presence of an undeﬁned material-dependent
constant.
The ﬁnal example of an analytical expression for impact melt
volume is that of Tonks and Melosh (1993). It was derived using
the Hugoniot equations, as well as experimentally-obtained shockand particle-velocity relationship and shock attenuation as a function of distance:

V melt ¼ 0:52



qp 3 v
D
qt p v m

3=2

1=2

sin

h

ð21Þ

where vm is the minimum impact velocity required for shock melting, and is dependent on target temperature and physical properties. Tonks and Melosh (1993) suggest vm values of 9.4 km/s for a
dunite target at 298 K, and 7.1 km/s for a dunite target at 1490 K.
This expression is similar in form to Eq. (11) in this paper, with melt
volume scaling with qp/qt and D3p in both cases. Also, both relationships have less-than-energy scaling, with velocity exponents of 1.7
and 1.5 in Eqs. (11) and (21), respectively. The ‘‘ease of melting’’ of
the target material is accounted for with the vm term in Eq. (21),
whereas we use speciﬁc internal energy of melting (Em) in Eq.
(11). By far the most important difference, however, is that the
sin h term has a negative exponent in Eq. (21), implying that the
melt volume increases with the increasing obliquity of the impact.
This contrasts with our results, as well as with hydrocode simulations (e.g., Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Ivanov and Artemieva,
2002), which indicate a decrease in melt volume with increasing
impact obliquity.
In general, the present work represents several speciﬁc
improvements and enhancements over previous efforts. We present internally consistent expressions for both a given crater and
a given projectile, whereas the Grieve and Cintala (1992, 1995,
1997) expression is only valid for a given crater and the Tonks
and Melosh (1993) expression is only valid for a given projectile.
The expressions in this work explicitly contain all variable

Eqs. (11) and (12) were derived from p-scaling and dimensional
analysis, with the replacement of impact velocity in the cratering
efﬁciency relationship with its vertical component as suggested
by Chapman and McKinnon (1986). This analytical solution, however, yields somewhat different melt volumes and/or angle dependences over some oblique angles when compared to hydrocode
simulations.
As represented by Fig. 6, CTH hydrocode simulations of impact
events at ﬁve different impact angles (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000)
produced very similar, but not identical, results. Our melt volume
estimate, obtained using the same parameters, is in very close
agreement with their hydrocode-derived melt volume estimate
for the 90° impact, assuming melting of the granite target at shock
pressures of 50–60 GPa (Pierazzo et al., 1997). However, except for
very oblique angles, our melt estimate decreases with h faster than
the hydrocode estimate, potentially resulting in underestimation
of melt. This may be due to the approximation of an oblique impact
as a vertical impact by simply taking its vertical velocity component, which neglects the energy delivered by the horizontal component of velocity. The hydrocode calculations, on the other
5
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Dp = 10 km, vi = 20 km s , granitic target

Melt Volume (km3 )

V melt ¼ 1:3

dependencies, rather than employing ‘‘catch-all’’ constants such
as those in Grieve and Cintala (1992, 1995, 1997) and O’Keefe
and Ahrens (1977), the numerical values for which are only given
for a few conditions. In addition to broader applicability, our approach has the instructional value of illustrating how melt volumes
depend on projectile and surface compositions, gravity, impact
velocities, and impact angles. The usefulness of the expressions
presented here is enhanced by an explicit correction for surface
temperature and/or geothermal gradient, which makes them applicable to impacts of large magnitude or impacts on a hot world such
as Venus. The expressions in this work are also self-consistent –
one of the big issues in previous efforts has been mixing of energy-scaling and less-than-energy scaling expressions. Typically
this involves the use of an energy-scaling method to calculate melt
volume for a given projectile, and then the use of p-scaling with
parameters for wet sand, which yields less-than energy scaling,
to calculate melt volume in a given crater. Finally, and perhaps
most importantly, we explicitly implement the dependence of melt
volume on impact angle.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the melt volume estimates for an approximately Chicxulubsize impact generated by hydrocodes (Pierazzo and Melosh, 2000; Ivanov and
Artemieva, 2002) to the analytical estimate presented in this paper. Projectile
diameter is 10 km, impact velocity is 20 km/s. The impactor is dunite with a density
of 3320 kg/m3 and the target is granite with a density of 2674 kg/m3. Calculated
with Eq. (11). For the hydrocode results, melting of granite at 50 GPa was assumed
(Pierazzo et al., 1997). No correction for target temperature is made in either
hydrocode or analytical results.
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hand, contain both components and indicate that the decrease of
melt volume for oblique angles results from the slower average decay of the shock with distance from impact (Pierazzo and Melosh,
2000). This leads to the deposition of energy over a larger volume,
decreasing peak shock pressures. Nonetheless, the analytical solution provides an acceptable approximation to the hydrocode results, and, if greater ﬁdelity to the CTH hydrocode results is
desired, the following variation of melt volume with h may be
used. Fitting the Pierazzo and Melosh (2000) hydrocode simulations explicitly for the melt volume generated by a given impactor,
C=h

V melt  V melt;90 sin

h

ð22Þ

where Vmelt,90 is the melt volume for a vertical (90°) impact and C is
a constant that ranges from 25° for whole-rock melting at 50 GPa to
35° for whole-rock melting at 150 GPa.
Also shown in Fig. 6 are the results of a SOVA hydrocode simulation by Ivanov and Artemieva (2002). Although the absolute melt
volumes are not in as close an agreement with our results as Pierazzo and Melosh (2000), the impact angle dependence is a much
better match. This illustrates that two different hydrocodes can
predict different impact angle dependencies given identical initial
conditions.
We therefore present two options to the reader. To the extent
one is conﬁdent in the impact angle dependence presented in this
work, as well as in Ivanov and Artemieva (2002), Eqs. (11) and (12)
provide good solutions. To the extent that one is conﬁdent in the
impact angle dependence derived from Pierazzo and Melosh
(2000) CTH hydrocode simulations (recently conﬁrmed by Kraus
et al. (2011), also with CTH) one can modify Eqs. (11) and (12) with
Eq. (22).
7. Conclusions
We present here the ﬁrst analytical expressions for the volume
of melt produced by oblique impacts as a function of impact velocity, impact angle, planetary gravity, target and projectile densities,
and speciﬁc internal energy of melting (Eqs. (11) and (12)). These
expressions agree well with hydrocode simulations and may be
modiﬁed as suggested if one desires to match the hydrocode results more precisely. In general, for similar-sized transient crater
diameters and similar projectile diameters, impacts on Earth produce more impact melt than those on the Moon and Mars. For similar-sized transient crater diameters, a Martian impact produces
more melt than a lunar impact (Fig. 2a), but for similar projectile
diameters, an impact on the Moon creates more melt than one
on Mars (Fig. 1a), if a basaltic target is assumed for all three planetary bodies. If different lithologies are used, however, with granite
for Earth, anorthosite for the Moon, and basalt for Mars, a lunar
transient crater is associated with more melt than a Martian one
(Fig. 2b), due to the lower energy of melting of anorthosite compared to basalt. When comparing similar-sized ﬁnal craters, there
is expected to be more melt in the Chicxulub crater on Earth than
the Tsiolkovsky crater on the Moon and the Gusev crater on Mars.
The most probable oblique impact angle is 45°, which produces
1.6 times less melt volume than a vertical impact and 3.7 times
more melt volume than a very oblique 15° impact if all other variables are held constant. Although impact craters on the Earth are,
on the average, expected to contain more melt, a crater formed
by a 30° impact on the Earth would be expected to contain less
melt than same size craters on the Moon and Mars formed by
90° impacts. The energy needed to melt material also has an appreciable effect on melt production. Because anorthositic and granitic
crustal compositions require less energy to melt than basalts, this
increases the amount of impact melt produced on the Moon and
the Earth compared to Mars (Fig. 4b). Finally, higher surface tem-
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peratures and geothermal gradients increase melt production,
and this effect becomes important on Earth for craters that are larger than approximately Chicxulub-sized.
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